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We analyse the testability of the type II radiative seesaw in which neutrino mass and dark matter
(DM) are related at one-loop level. Under the constraints from DM relic density, direct and indirect
detection, and invisible Higgs decays, we find three possible regions of DM mass Ms1 that can sur-
vive the present and even the future experiments: (1) the Higgs resonance region withMs1 ∼Mh/2,
(2) the Higgs region with Ms1 ∼ Mh, and (3) the coannihilation region with Ms2 ∼ Ms1 . Here
s1,2 are two scalar singlets with the lighter s1 being the DM candidate. Based on DM properties and
direct collider constraints, we choose three benchmark points to illustrate the testability of this model
at LHC. We perform a detailed simulation of the four-lepton and tri-lepton signatures at 13 (14) TeV
LHC. While both signatures are found to be promising at all benchmark points, the tri-lepton one is
even better: it is possible to reach the 5σ significance with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Tiny but nonzero neutrino masses and nonbaryonic dark matter (DM) provide strong evidence for
physics beyond the standard model (SM). While neutrino masses can be incorporated by a dimension-5
Weinberg operator [1], whose tree-level realizations [2] correspond to the standard three types of see-
saw [3–5], a DM candidate is missing in these UV completions. On the other hand, weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs) have long been a leading candidate of DM, due to the coincidence between the
observed DM relic density and the thermal abundance of electroweak (EW) scale WIMPs [6], which are far
below the usual seesaw scales. It would be appealing if neutrino masses and DM are intimately linked and
originate at the same EW scale.
A natural pathway to gain neutrino mass at the EW scale is to push it to a radiative effect [7, 8]. A
specific radiative neutrino mass model with a DM candidate was proposed in Ref. [9]; see Refs. [10–13]
for more options at the one-, two-, three-, and four-loop level respectively. Usually, a discrete symmetry
is imposed by hand so that neutrino mass generation is forbidden at a lower order, as well as to stabilize
DM at the same time. The simplest such symmetry is a Z2 parity, which may also appear as a remnant of a
broken local symmetry [14].
In analogy to R-parity in supersymmetric (SUSY) models, Ref. [15] proposed that a dark Z2 parity,
i.e., (−1)L+2j , is derivable from lepton parity (−1)L. Here j is the spin and L the lepton number of the
particle. Notably, if the radiative generation of neutrino mass is extended to other fermions through a dark
matter mediator [16], this dark Z2 parity becomes exactly the R-parity. The ad hoc imposed Z2 parity in
many existing neutrino models with DM [10–12], including radiative versions of type I and III seesaws, is
found to correspond to the dark Z2 parity [15]. A radiative version of the type II seesaw with DM seems
more difficult, because the exact symmetry used to forbid the tree-level coupling FCL ξFL, where FL is the
lepton doublet and ξ the scalar triplet, will also prohibit any loop realization of it. The new insight into the
relation between dark and lepton parities is that the symmetry used to forbid the hard term FCL ξFL must
be softly broken in the loop graphs for neutrino masses [15], so that a radiative realization of the type II
seesaw becomes possible. Following this line of reasoning, ξ is assigned with a vanishing lepton number
(L = 0) so that the tree-level coupling FCL ξFL is still forbidden. But the lepton number is broken to (−1)L
by a soft term for the singlet scalars sa with L = 1. With the introduction of a fermion doublet χ = (N,E)
with L = 0, the neutrino mass is indeed generated at one-loop level as shown in Fig. 1. While both sa and
χ = (N,E) are odd under the dark parity, the lightest scalar singlet s1 is a DM candidate.
The phenomenology of this type II radiative seesaw is quite different from the conventional type II
seesaw, and thus deserves a separate study. In particular, it incorporates a DM candidate. In this work we
3aim to implement a comprehensive analysis on DM properties, including relic density, direct and indirect
detection, and invisible Higgs decays. Concerning the LHC observation, the new decay channels of the
scalar triplet, e.g., H++ → E+E+ with E+ → `+s1, will lead to signatures of multi-lepton plus large
missing transverse energy ET . We will perform a detailed simulation at 13 (14) TeV LHC of the four-
and tri-lepton signatures coming from the H++H−− pair production and H±±H∓ associated production,
respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the type II radiative seesaw and dis-
cuss constraints from lepton flavor violation (LFV) and direct collider searches. In Sec. III, we investigate
the DM properties under constraints from relic density, direct and indirect detections as well as invisible
Higgs decays. In Sec. IV, we study the decay properties of the new particles and then perform a simulation
of the four- and tri-lepton signatures at LHC. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. TYPE II RADIATIVE SEESAW
A. The Model
Particles Φ FiL `iR ξ sa χ
Dark Z2 + + + + − −
L 0 1 1 0 1 0
U(1)Y 1 −1 −2 2 0 −1
SU(2)L 2 2 1 3 1 2
TABLE I. Relevant fields and their charge assignments.
The type II radiative seesaw was proposed in Ref. [15], and its phenomenology was briefly discussed
in Ref. [17]. In addition to the SM scalar doublet Φ, lepton doublet FiL and singlet `iR fields, one scalar
triplet ξ, two scalar singlets sa, and one vector-like fermion doublet χ = (N,E) are introduced. The
relevant fields and their charge assignments are listed in Table I. Differently from the canonical type II
seesaw [4], the scalar triplet ξ is assigned a vanishing lepton number so that the hard L-breaking term
FCL ξFL is forbidden at the Lagrangian level and neutrinos remain massless at tree level. But neutrinos can
gain a radiative mass with the help of a soft L-breaking term sasb and the L-conserving couplings χCξχ
and saFLχR, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Yukawa couplings and masses for the SM leptons and the new fermion χ are:
LY = −y′ijFiLΦ`jR −Mχχ¯LχR −
1
2
zLχCL iτ
2ξχL − 1
2
zRχCRiτ
2ξχR − x′aisaFiLχR + h.c.. (1)
4νLi sa
×
sb νLj
N N
ξ0
FIG. 1. Feynman graph for radiative neutrino mass.
While the charged member E of the doublet χ has a mass Mχ, its neutral member N mixes by the zL,R
couplings into a pair of Majorana particles of generally different masses when ξ develops a vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV), u. Since uMχ, the Majorana particles are almost degenerate withE for all practical
purposes. The electroweak precision constraints on χ are then easily avoided [18].
In terms of the scalar fields sa and
Φ =
 φ+
φ0
 , ξ =
 ξ+/√2 ξ++
ξ0 −ξ+/√2
 , (2)
the complete scalar potential invariant under the dark Z2 is given by
V = −m2Φ†Φ +M2ξ Tr(ξ†ξ) + (m2s)abs∗asb + (κ′2absasb + µΦ†ξΦ˜ + h.c.)
+λ(Φ†Φ)2 + λξ1
(
Tr(ξ†ξ)
)2
+ λξ2Tr(ξ
†ξ)2 + λ′sab;cds
∗
as
∗
bscsd (3)
+λΦξ1 (Φ
†Φ)Tr(ξ†ξ) + λΦξ2 Φ
†ξξ†Φ + λ′sΦab s
∗
asbΦ
†Φ + λ′sξab s
∗
asbTrξ
†ξ
Assuming m2 and M2ξ are positive, φ
0 develops a VEV, 〈φ0〉 = v/√2, which then induces a VEV for ξ0,
〈ξ0〉 = u/√2, through the µ term with u = µv2/(√2M2ξ ). We further assume m2s, κ′, λ′sΦ, λ′sξ are such
that sa will not develop a VEV to avoid spontaneous breaking of the lepton number L [19]. In contrast to
the conventional seesaw [4], the µ term does not break L so that in principle it is not necessarily small. But
since u is constrained by the ρ parameter to be small, u ≤ 5 GeV [20], the easiest way to accomplish this
is still to assume a small µ.
The masses of the SM Higgs boson h and the scalar triplet ξ are hardly affected by a small u, while
the spectra of ξ depend on v through the couplings λΦξ1,2. In the following study, we will be interested in
a relatively heavy scalar triplet with M2ξ > v
2/2. For simplicity, we ignore the contributions from λξ1,2
and λΦξ1,2, so that all members of ξ are approximately degenerate, easily fulfilling the electroweak precision
constraints [21–23]. We refer to Refs. [24–28] for a detailed study of the scalar potential and Refs. [29–34]
for phenomenology of a nondegenerate triplet ξ in the type II seesaw model.
5After the electroweak symmetry breaking, Φ and ξ mix into physical scalars (h, H0, A0, H±) and
would-be Goldstone bosons (G0,±) as:φ±
ξ±
 = R(θ+)
G±
H±
 , √2
Im φ0
Im ξ0
 = R(α)
G0
A0
 , √2
Re φ0
Re ξ0
 = R(θ0)
 h
H0
 , (4)
where R(θ+), R(α), and R(θ0) are rotation matrices with the corresponding mixing angles given by,
tan θ+ =
√
2u
v
, tanα =
2u
v
, tan 2θ0 ≈ u
v
4M2ξ
M2ξ −M2h
. (5)
Here, h is regarded as the boson discovered at LHC [35, 36] with mass Mh = 125 GeV [37]. The physical
particles also include the doubly-charged scalars H±± ≡ ξ±±. Due to the dark Z2 symmetry, sa do not
mix with Φ and ξ. Considering u v, the Hermitian mass squared matrix of sa is given by
(M2s )ab = (m
2
s)ab +
1
2
λ′sΦab v
2, (6)
while the supposedly small κ′2 term contributes to the mass splitting between the real and imaginary parts
of sa. When the matrix M2s is diagonalized to its eigenvalues M
2
s1 ,M
2
s2 , the coupling matrix λ
′sΦ is not
diagonal in general. As to be shown in Sec. III , the off-diagonal coupling will play an important role
in dark matter phenomenology. From now on we will remove the prime from couplings associated with
diagonaized fields.
The one-loop induced neutrino masses shown in Fig. 1 are calculated as [15, 17]
mν =
ux2κ2
8
√
2pi2m2χ
[
zLFL
(
m2s
m2χ
)
+ zRFR
(
m2s
m2χ
)]
, (7)
where the loop functions FL and FR are given by
FL(x) =
1
(1− x)3
[
2(1− x) + (1 + x) lnx], (8)
FR(x) =
1
(1− x)3
[
1− x2 + 2x lnx]. (9)
In order to obtain mν ∼ 0.01 eV, we can take, for instance, u ∼ 0.5 GeV, x ∼ 0.005, κ ∼ 3 GeV, and
zL,R ∼ 1 with both Ms and Mχ around the EW scale.
B. Constraints
The FCL ξFL coupling responsible for LFV processes in the type II seesaw [38] is missing in the current
radiative seesaw. Instead, the LFV transitions of charged leptons are now mediated by charged fermions
6E± and singlet scalars sa through the Yukawa coupling x. For instance, the branching ratio of the lepton
radiative decay `j → `iγ is calculated as [39]:
BR(`j → `iγ) = BR(`j → `iν¯iνj) 3α
16piG2FM
4
χ
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a
x∗aixajF
(
M2sa
M2χ
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (10)
with the loop function F (x) given by:
F (x) = − 1
12(1− x)4 [1− 6x+ 3x
2 + 2x3 − 6x2 lnx]. (11)
The most stringent limit comes from µ → eγ with the upper bound BR(µ → eγ) < 4.2 × 10−13 [40],
which in turn requires, for an order of magnitude estimate, that∣∣∣x∗aexaµ∣∣∣ . 5× 10−5( Mχ100 GeV
)2
, (12)
for Msa ∼ Mχ. Therefore, when Mχ ∼ 200 GeV, the Yukawa coupling is restricted to |xai| . 0.01
without requiring a special flavor structure. For simplicity, we will assume a universal Yukawa coupling
xai = 0.005 in the following discussion. In particular, our benchmark points fully satisfy this constraint.
A distinct feature of the type II seesaw is the presence of doubly-charged scalars H±±, which has been
extensively studied by theory [41] and experiment [42, 43] groups. The most promising decay channel of
H±± is the same-sign dilepton channel H±±→ `±`±. Based on this channel, a lower bound on the mass of
H±± is set by ATLAS [42] to be about 490 to 550 GeV assuming 100% decays into e±e±, e±µ±, µ±µ±,
and is extended to between 608 and 621 GeV by CMS [43]. In the type II radiative seesaw, the same-
sign diboson channel H++→ W+W+ is dominant when Mξ < 2Mχ, since H±±→ `±`± is one-loop
suppressed. In this case, the lower bound on MH++ derived from the same-sign dilepton channel is much
weaker, about 84− 90 GeV [44].
WhenMξ > 2Mχ, the new decay channelH++→ E+E+ with the subsequent decayE+→ `+swill be
dominant, resulting in the signature of a same-sign dilepton plus missing transverse energy `+`+ + ET . The
direct pair production of E± leads to the collider signature pp → E+E− → `+`− + ET , which in SUSY
models could arise from slepton (˜`) pair production followed by decays ˜`± → `±χ˜01, where the lightest
neutrolino χ˜01 appears as missing transverse energy. In Fig. 2, we show the excluded regions in theMs1−Mχ
plane by ATLAS [45] and CMS [46] based on simplified SUSY models. Assuming exclusive decays into
e or µ, CMS has excluded 120 GeV . Mχ . 260 GeV for Ms1 . 50 GeV, while for Ms1 & 100 GeV,
no limit on Mχ has been available [46]. Compared to CMS, ATLAS has set a more stringent bound, i.e.,
Mχ . 300 GeV with a light s1 is excluded [45]. Nevertheless, a compressed spectrum with Mχ ∼ Ms1 is
still allowed for Mχ ∼ 200 GeV. Considering this, we choose three benchmark points shown in Table II
and Fig. 2 for the study of dark matter in Sec. III and of collider signatures in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 2. Exclusion regions in the Ms1−Mχ plane by ATLAS and CMS. The benchmark points in Table II are also
indicated.
Ms1 Ms2 Mχ Mξ λ
sΦ
11 λ
sΦ
12 ΩDMh
2 σSI Marker
BP-A 60 200 110 400 0.00095 0.05 0.1177 2.1 H
BP-B 130 250 200 410 0.010 0.34 0.1186 51 N
BP-C 130 300 200 500 0.005 0.40 0.1172 13 
TABLE II. Benchmark points for the study of dark matter and collider signatures. All masses are in units of GeV and
σSI in 10−12 pb.
III. DARKMATTER
The lightest inert scalar s1 is a DM candidate in the type II radiative seesaw. To investigate the DM
phenomenology, we implement the model into FeynRules [47] with the output of a CalcHEP [48] model
file taken by micrOMEGAs [49] to evaluate DM variables. Before we move on to scan the parameter space,
we give a brief overview of the annihilation channels, which can be classified into five categories:
• s∗1s1 → `+`−, νν mediated by the inert fermion doublet χ = (N,E) via the Yukawa coupling xai.
To acquire the correct relic density, a hierarchical structure |xae| . |xaµ| . |xaτ | with |xaτ | ∼ O(1)
should be satisfied under the tight constraint from LFV [50] if this category is dominant. With our
simple assumption of a universal Yukawa coupling xai = 0.005, the contribution to the relic density
is safely negligible.
8• s∗1s1 → H++H−−, H+H−, H0H0, A0A0 through contact interactions via the quartic coupling λsξ.
For our interested decay channel H++ → E+E+ with E+ → `+s1 at LHC, these annihilation
channels are kinematically closed. In the scanning of the parameter space, we simply set λsξ = 0,
thus ignoring this category technically.
• s∗1s1 → W+W−, bb¯, ..., SM pairs mediated by the s−channel SM Higgs h via the quartic coupling
λsΦ11 . For the s
∗
1s1 → hh channel, there is also a contribution from the t−channel s1 exchange as
well as from the contact term ∼ λsΦ11 s∗1s1hh. This category corresponds to the well studied Higgs-
portal singlet scalar DM [51]. A recent fitting of experimental limits shows [52] that the allowed
mass region of Ms1 is either near Mh/2 ∼ 53 − 62.5 GeV or larger than 185 GeV under the
LUX2013 limit. Furthermore, the high mass region between 185 GeV and 3 TeV could be excluded
by the forthcoming XENON1T [53], and the allowed low mass region could be shrunk to ∼ 55 −
62.5 GeV [52].
• s∗1s1 → hh mediated by the heavier inert scalar s2 in the t−channel via the quartic coupling λsΦ12 .
An amazing feature of this category is that it offers a new annihilation channel without affecting the
DM-nucleon cross section [17]. Therefore, when this category is dominates the relic density, the
s1 DM can escape the stringent constraints from direct detection and rescue the high mass region
Ms1 > Mh.
• s∗1s2, s∗2s1 → W+W−, bb¯, ..., SM pairs mediated by the s-channel SM Higgs h also via the quartic
coupling λsΦ12 when Ms2 ≈ Ms1 . This category is the so-called coannihilation [54], which can play
a crucial role in the relic density. As will be shown later, this category could escape both constraints
from direct and indirect detection of DM.
In summary, for the consideration of DM phenomenology, we fix the following input parameters
xai = 0.005, Mξ = 500 GeV, λ
sξ = 0, λsΦ22 = 0.01, (13)
and vary other parameters as
Ms1 ∈ [10, 1000] GeV, Ms2−Ms1 ∈ [1, 1000] GeV,
λsΦ11 ∈ [0.001, 1], λsΦ12 ∈ [0.001, 1]. (14)
We randomly scan over the above parameter space, and impose constraints from relic density, direct de-
tection, indirect detection as well as invisible Higgs decays. We require that the relic density satisfies the
combined Planck+WP+highL+BAO result in 2σ range, i.e., 0.1153 < ΩDMh2 < 0.1221 [55]. For the direct
9detection, we consider the most restrictive spin-independent limits provided by LUX [56, 57] at present and
XENON1T [53] in the future. Meanwhile, the indirect detection limits are taken from Fermi-LAT [59, 60]
and HESS [61], and the limits on invisible Higgs decay are from the fitting results of visible Higgs de-
cays [62].
A. Direct Detection
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FIG. 3. Scanned results shown for σSI. The cyan, green, red, and blue lines correspond to LUX2015 [56], PandaX-
II [58], LUX2016 [57], and XENON1T [53] limits, respectively. The purple points are excluded by Fermi-LAT [59].
The predictions at the three benchmark points in Table II are also indicated.
The cross section for spin-independent scattering of a scalar singlet s1 on the nucleon is given by [52]
σSI =
(λsΦ11 )
2f2Nµ
2
Nm
2
N
piM2hM
2
s1
, (15)
where fN = 0.3 is the nucleon matrix element, µN = mNMs1/(mN +Ms1) the reduced mass, and mN =
(mp+mn)/2 = 939 MeV the average nucleon mass. In Fig. 3, we show the scanning result of σSI together
with the bounds from LUX2015 [56], LUX2016 [57], PandaX-II [58], and XENON1T [53]. The red and
blue points are those that are successively excluded by the current LUX2016 and expected XENON1T limits
respectively, while the orange points survive both direct detections and the indirect detection by Fermi-LAT.
The upper edge of the distribution corresponds to the minimal Higgs-portal singlet scalar DM [51], with the
only two variables being λsΦ11 and Ms1 . It is clear that the existence of s2 could make the predicted value of
10
σSI much smaller than this minimal case. Considering the current most restrictive limit from LUX2016 [57],
the low mass region Ms1 . 55 GeV and high mass region 64 GeV .Ms1 with σSI & 2.2×10−10 pb have
been excluded. Note that in the minimal singlet scalar DM [51], the high mass region below 1 TeV is now
fully excluded by LUX2016. With the future XENON1T limit down to about 10−11 pb, the allowed Higgs
resonance region will be further narrowed to 58 GeV . Ms1 . 62.5 GeV. But in this type II radiative
seesaw, the t-channel exchange of s2 as well as the coannihilation of s1 and s2 could save the high mass
region above Mh/2 to some extent.
In Fig. 3, the predictions for σSI at the three benchmark points in Table II are also indicated. These
points are representative of three different regions of interest: (1) BP-A stands for the undetectable Higgs
resonance region in direct detection experiments, (2) BP-B is for the region that escapes the LUX2016
limit but is within the reach of XENON1T in the high mass region, and (3) BP-C is for one that is even
beyond the reach of XENON1T in the high mass region. Note that the masses of Ms1 for BP-B and BP-C
in the minimal singlet scalar DM model have already been excluded by the LUX2016 experiment. As will
be shown in Sec. IV, the three benchmark points are quite promising to probe at LHC with multi-lepton
signatures.
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FIG. 4. Scanned results shown in the plane of λsΦ11−Ms1 (a), λsΦ12−Ms1 (b), andMs2−Ms1 (c). The red and blue points
are excluded successively by LUX2016 [57] and XENON1T [53], and the purple points excluded by Fermi-LAT [59],
while the orange points are still allowed.
In Fig. 4, the distributions of our sampled results are depicted in the plane of λsΦ11 −Ms1 (a), λsΦ12 −Ms1
(b), and Ms2−Ms1 (c), respectively. In the Higgs resonance region, LUX2016 has excluded λsΦ11 & 0.01,
and XENON1T will push this limit down to about λsΦ11 & 0.003. Meanwhile, λsΦ12 and Ms2 are free to
choose, since s2 does not contribute to the annihilation of s1 in this low mass region. In the high mass
region, LUX2016 has excluded some area in the λsΦ11 −Ms1 plane, e.g., λsΦ11 & 0.05 for Ms1 ∼ 200 GeV
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and λsΦ11 & 0.5 for Ms1 ∼ 1 TeV. And the expected XENON1T exclusion limit will be 4 ∼ 5 times tighter
than the current LUX2016 limit. As clearly shown in Fig. 4 (b), the high mass region 64 GeV . Ms1 .
850 GeV with λsΦ12 . 0.15 has been excluded by LUX2016. And for those that pass the XENON1T limit,
we find that the larger Ms1 is, the higher the lower limit on λ
sΦ
12 is in the high mass region. From the tight
XENON1T constraints on quartic couplings, e.g., λsΦ11 . 0.01 and λsΦ12 & 0.15 at Ms1 ∼ 200 GeV, the
dominant annihilation categories for the allowed points are expected to be the t-channel s2 exchange and
coannihilation channels. In the Ms2−Ms1 plane shown in Fig. 4 (c), we find that the allowed points are
confined in a triangle area defined by Ms1 & Mh, Ms2 & Ms1 , and Ms1 + Ms2 . 850 GeV besides the
coannihilation area withMs2 ∼Ms1 , thus the only possible category for this triangle region is the t-channel
s2 exchange. The upper edge of the triangle corresponds to λsΦ12 = 1, and Ms1 should be less than about
400 GeV in this triangle area. Of course a larger than one value of λsΦ12 or introduction of a third heavy
singlet scalar s3 could extend this triangle area. On the other hand, the coannihilation-dominated area with
Ms2 ∼Ms1 can always escape direct detection constraints as shown clearly in Fig. 4 (c).
B. Indirect Detection
The annihilation of the scalar singlet DM s1 into pairs of SM particles also offers an opportunity for
indirect detection. In Fig. 5, we show the model predictions for 〈σv〉 in the annihilation channels of
bb¯, γγ, W+W−, hh and the corresponding bounds from the Fermi-LAT [59, 60] and HEES [61] collab-
orations. The proposed Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) experiment [63] is also included with its most
optimistic limits to illustrate future indirect detection potential. As pointed out in previous work [52], the
indirect constraints are important to exclude the Higgs resonance region where Ms1 &Mh/2.
As clearly shown in Fig. 5, the current constraints on Ms1 from γγ, W
+W−, and hh channels are less
strict than the bb¯ channel, so we first focus on the latter. The Fermi-LAT bound on 〈σv〉bb¯ has excluded
the region Ms1 < 50 GeV and Mh/2 . Ms1 < 68 GeV; see the purple points in Fig. 5(a). Actually, for
Ms1 < 50 GeV, it has already been excluded by LUX2016 (see Fig. 3) as well as invisible Higgs decays
(see Fig. 6). For the high mass region above Mh, Fermi-LAT can hardly set any limit, since the dominant
(co)annihilation final states will be W+W− and hh in the type II radiative seesaw. From Fig. 5(c), we see
that the CTA limit on 〈σv〉W+W− is less stringent than the current LUX2016 limit for Ms1 . 700 GeV,
and less than the expected XENON1T limit below 1 TeV. But for the hh final state, CTA has the potential
to further exclude Ms1 & 180 GeV when s1s∗1 → hh mediated by the t-channel exchange of s2 is totally
dominant at those points that are still allowed by XENON1T. On the other hand, the coannihilation region
is always safe to escape the indirect detection. From Fig. 5, one also sees that the three benchmark points
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FIG. 5. Scanned results shown for velocity-averaged annihilation cross section times velocity 〈σv〉 into bb¯ (a), γγ
(b), W+W− (c), and hh (d), using the same legends as in Fig. 4. The dashed curves are upper bounds from Fermi-
LAT [59, 60], HEES [61], and CTA [63]. The bound on 〈σv〉hh is estimated by assuming a similar γ-spectrum in the
hh channel as in the W+W− channel [64].
in Table II are on the safe side of indirect detections.
A gamma-ray excess from the galactic center (GCE) was reported by some theoretical analyses [65]
and has been recently confirmed by the Fermi collaboration [66]. Although there are various astrophysical
explanations to the excess [67], it is natural to ask if it could be accommodated by DM annihilation [68].
In the type II radiative seesaw under consideration, s1 might play such a role with Ms1 ≈ Mh/2 [69]. But
as a matter of fact, the GCE spectrum is best fit by the bb¯ final state for a DM mass of 30 − 50 GeV with
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〈σv〉bb¯ ∈ [1.4, 2] × 10−26cm3s−1 [65], which has unfortunately been excluded by Fermi-LAT, LUX, and
invisible Higgs decays. A possible solution might be to add a light scalar ϕ with L = 0 as a mediator [70],
which could help s1 avoid conflicts with the current experimental bounds.
C. Invisible Higgs Decays
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FIG. 6. Distributions of BRinv (a) and λsΦ11 (b) as a function of Ms1 in the low mass region, using the same legends as
in Fig. 4. The dashed lines are current and expected upper bounds from LHC.
For Ms1 > Mh/2, it is challenging to probe s1 DM with mono-jet signatures through the Higgs-portal
at LHC [71]. For Ms1 < Mh/2, the new channel h → s∗1s1 is kinematically opened, and contributes to
invisible decays of the Higgs boson. The direct searches for invisible Higgs decays by LHC set an upper
bound on the branching ratio BRinv of 0.28 in the weak boson fusion (WBF) channel [72, 73] and 0.75 in
the Zh associated production channel [73, 74]. Alternatively, a stronger bound comes from fitting to visible
Higgs decays, i.e., BRinv < 0.23 [62], at 8 TeV LHC. In principle, the WBF channel has the capability to
probe the invisible branching ratio down to about 0.02 at the high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [75]. The
decay width of h→ s∗1s1 in the type II radiative seesaw reads:
Γ(h→ s∗1s1) =
(λsΦ11 )
2v2
16piMh
(
1− 4M
2
s1
M2h
)1/2
, (16)
so that the invisible branching ratio is calculated as BRinv = Γinv/(Γinv + ΓSM) with ΓSM = 4.07 MeV at
Mh = 125 GeV [76]. It is obvious that the invisible Higgs decay is strongly correlated with direct detection
in the low mass region, since λsΦ11 and Ms1 are the only two common variables in both processes [77].
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The scatter plots of BRinv and λsΦ11 are presented in Fig. 6 as a function ofMs1 . ForMs1 . 52 GeV, BRinv
is totally dominant, while for 52 GeV .Ms1 . 62.5 GeV, BRinv decreases dramatically as Ms1 increases.
Currently, the 8 TeV LHC has excluded Ms1 . 54 GeV, which is less stringent than the LUX2016 limit.
The HL-LHC will be capable of excludingMs1 . 57 GeV, which will be less stringent than the XENON1T
limit. Therefore, we can always employ constraints from direct detections instead of invisible Higgs decays.
IV. LHC SIGNATURES
After our systematic study on dark matter properties in Sec. III, we now embark on the analysis of
possible LHC signatures. As the benchmark points in Table II are on the safe side of current constraints
from DM, we will employ them to illustrate multi-lepton signatures at LHC. To simulate signals and cor-
responding SM backgrounds, we generate the UFO [78] model file by FeynRules [47]. The parton level
events are produced with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [79] using the NNPDF2.3 [80] LO parton distribution
function set, and pass through Pythia6 [81] to include showering and hadronization. Delphes3 [82]
is then used for detector simulation and MadAnalysis5 [83] for analysis. The identification of b-jets is
performed with a tagging efficiency of 70%, a mis-tagging rate of 10% for c-jets and 1% for light-flavor
jets, respectively [84].
In this work, we focus on new decay channels of the scalar triplet at LHC, e.g., H++ → E+E+ with
the subsequent decay E+→ `+s1. The production cross sections for pair and associated production of the
scalar triplet are shown in Fig. 7, which range from 1 pb to 0.01 fb in the mass interval 100− 1000 GeV at
13 TeV LHC, and become slightly bigger at 14 TeV. The production of H++H−− and H±±H∓ will lead
respectively to signatures of four-lepton and tri-lepton with a large missing transverse energy ( ET ), due to
the existence of the s1 DM in the final states. With a larger cross section of H±±H∓ than H++H−−, the
tri-lepton signature actually becomes a “golden channel” in the canonical type II seesaw for the discovery of
scalar triplet in its leptonic decay channels [41]. We expect the same to happen in the new decay channels.
Searches for four-lepton and tri-lepton plus ET signatures have recently been performed at 8 TeV LHC
by CMS [46, 85] and ATLAS [86, 87]. These searches are usually based on simplified SUSY models,
and thus their results must be taken with care when applying them to the type II radiative seesaw model
which has different spectra, decay chains, and branching ratios. The analysis of Ref. [17] for the four-
lepton signature shows that the excluded region is only around Mξ ∼ 330 GeV and Mχ ∼ 160 GeV, and
the three benchmark points in Table II are out of this region. For the tri-lepton signature with less than 3
signal events after applying all cuts at 8 TeV LHC with 20 fb−1 data, our three benchmark points are still
consistent with current experimental limits at 95% C.L. [88]. It would be worthwhile to recast the SUSY
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FIG. 7. Cross sections for pair and associated production of scalar triplet ξ with a degenerate mass at LHC.
search limits [46, 85–87] on the type II radiative seesaw and examine their interplay with the DM constraints
in the whole parameter space. We leave this for a future work.
A. Decay Properties
Before detailed simulations on the signatures at LHC, we give a brief discussion on the decay properties
of the scalar triplet ξ and fermion doublet χ. In Fig. 8, we plot the branching ratios of the triplet particles
as a function of Mξ by specifying u = 0.5 GeV, Mχ = 300 GeV, and zL,R = 1, where the one-loop
induced leptonic decays are not shown. The decays of the doubly-charged scalar H++ are simple: when
MH++ < 2Mχ, the same-sign diboson channel H++→ W+W+ dominates, and when MH++ > 2Mχ,
the decay H++→ E+E+ takes over. For the singly-charged scalar H+, one has H+→ hW+, ZW+, tb¯
when MH+ < 2Mχ, and H+→ N¯E+ when MH+ > 2Mχ. For completeness, we also show the decay
branching ratios of the neutral scalars H0 and A0, i.e., H0 → ZZ and A0 → Zh are dominant in the low
mass region before the channels H0 → NN and A0 → NN are kinematically opened. In summary, when
Mξ > 2Mχ, the fermion decay channels, e.g., H++ → E+E+ and H+ → N¯E+, are dominant.
The fermion doublet χ can only decay into the SM leptons FL and inert scalars sa via the Yukawa
coupling x. At our benchmark points shown in Table II, we have the mass order Ms1 < Mχ < Ms2 ,
and thus the decay channels are simply E+ → `+s1 and N → ν`s∗1. Note that both decay products in
N → ν`s∗1 are invisible at colliders, and there could be tight constraints from the mono-jet signature when
N is produced through the Drell-Yan process.
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FIG. 8. Branching ratios of scalar triplet particles versusMξ assuming u = 0.5 GeV, Mχ = 300 GeV, and zL,R = 1.
B. Four-Lepton Signature
The four-lepton signature is a good channel to probe doubly-charged scalars H±±, mainly because of
its clean SM background. It can only come from the H++H−− pair production with subsequent decays,
H±± → E±E± and E± → `±s(∗)1 :
pp→ H++H−− → E+E+E−E− → `+`+`−`− + ET , (17)
where ` = e, µ for collider simulations. To achieve a clean background, we concentrate on the final states
without opposite-sign same-flavor (OSSF0) pair `+`− as CMS [46, 85] did for the four-lepton signature.
The dominant sources of background are di-bosons (WZ, ZZ, WW ), tri-bosons (V V V with V = W, Z),
top pair (tt¯), and top+boson (mainly from tt¯V ) with leptonic decays of W, Z. The signals at the three
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benchmark points and their backgrounds are simulated at 13 (14) TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 100 fb−1. We adopt the same selection criteria as CMS [85] for a more realistic simulation.
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FIG. 9. Distributions of p`T , p
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T , and η(`) at 13 TeV LHC for the four-lepton signature.
We start with some basic cuts:
p`T > 10 GeV, p
`1
T > 20 GeV, |η(`)| < 2.4, (18)
where p`1T denotes the transverse momentum of the most energetic one among four charged leptons. In
Fig. 9, the distributions of p`T , p
`1
T , and η(`) at 13 TeV are shown, and the results at 14 TeV are similar.
To reduce the background from semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks, we also apply the lepton isolation
criterion:
∑
i p
i
T < 0.15 p
`
T , where the sum is over all objects within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.3 around
the lepton direction but excludes the lepton itself. Then we apply the following cuts to select the desired
OSSF0 four-lepton events:
N(`) = 4, N(b) = 0, (19)
N(e+e−) = 0, N(µ+µ−) = 0. (20)
Here, the cut on the number of b-jet mainly aims to reduce the tt¯ and tt¯V backgrounds. In Table III, we
show the cut-flow for the four-lepton signature at the benchmark points and the dominant backgrounds.
Our results are in agreement with Ref. [17] and CMS [85]. For the four-lepton events, the backgrounds
are totally dominated by ZZ after the basic cuts. The requirement of OSSF0 is then sufficient to suppress
all backgrounds to a negligible level. We have about 17.0 (20.5), 4.79 (5.05), 2.11 (2.63) signal events at
13 (14) TeV LHC for the three benchmark points, respectively.
C. Tri-Lepton Signature
The tri-lepton signature is regarded as the golden channel for the scalar triplet particles, since the cross
section for the H±±H∓ associated production is about twice as large as the H++H−− pair production
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Channels No Cuts Basic cuts in Eq. (18) N(`) = 4 N(b) = 0 Cuts in Eq. (20)
BP-A 173 (205) 170 (201) 54 (62) 51 (59) 6.3 (7.6)
BP-B 155 (184) 146 (174) 40 (44) 38 (41) 4.8 (5.1)
BP-C 62 (75) 60 (73) 18 (22) 17 (21) 2.1 (2.6)
WZ 3.60 (3.98) · 104 3.16 (3.45) · 104 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
ZZ 4220 (4666) 3884 (4254) 782 (838) 772 (826) 0 (0)
WW 3.06 (3.36) · 105 2.26 (2.46) · 105 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
V V V 145 (163) 133 (149) 5.61 (5.95) 5.50 (5.81) 0 (0)
tt¯ 2.27 (2.69) · 106 1.80 (2.11) · 106 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
tt¯V 520 (604) 473 (549) 27.8 (32.9) 5.06 (6.17) 0 (0)
TABLE III. Cut-flow for four-lepton signature at three benchmark points and dominant backgrounds at 13 (14) TeV
LHC with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
for degenerate masses [41]. The signature follows dominantly from H±±H∓ production and subsequent
decays, H±± → E±E±, H∓ → E∓N and E± → `±s(∗)1 , N → ν`s(∗)1 :
pp→ H±±H∓ → E±E±E∓N → `±`±`∓ + ET . (21)
When simulating the four-lepton signature, we found that about half number of four-lepton events are
actually detected as tri-lepton ones. Hence, in our following analysis for the tri-lepton signature, we consider
contributions from both H±±H∓ and H++H−− production. The two signatures also suffer similar SM
backgrounds.
Again, we start with the basic cuts in Eq. (18). Then we select the tri-lepton events by adopting the cuts:
N(`) = 3, N(b) = 0. (22)
At this stage, the dominant backgrounds are from WZ and ZZ. In principle, we can apply the same cuts
as CMS [85] or ATLAS [86, 87] to further reduce the backgrounds. But even if we choose the OSSF0
signal region, there are still a lot of backgrounds survived. This is mainly because that the experimental
cuts [46, 85–87] are particularly designed for hunting SUSY particles instead of scalar triplet particles in this
model. To get some hints about further cuts, we show in Fig. 10 the distributions of events in M`+`− , ET ,
and ∆R`±`± at 13 TeV LHC. (The results at 14 TeV are similar.) It is clear that the dominant backgrounds
WZ and ZZ have a sharp peak around MZ in the distribution of M`+`− while the signals do not. We
therefore make a Z-veto cut to delete events with 85 GeV < M`+`− < 95 GeV. In the tri-lepton signature
at our benchmark points, both neutrino ν` and DM s1 lead to a large missing transverse energy ET , which
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suggests the cut, ET > 150 GeV. Furthermore, the same-sign lepton pair (`±`±) from H±± decays tends
to be closer to each other than in the backgrounds, a cut on the separation between the two same-sign
leptons, ∆R`±`± < 2, is appropriate according to Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Distributions of events in M`+`− , ET , and ∆R`±`± at 13 TeV LHC for the tri-lepton signature.
Table IV shows the cut-flow for the tri-lepton signature at the benchmark points together with back-
grounds. The cuts we employed here are efficient enough in preserving the signal while suppressing
the backgrounds. At the three benchmark points, we have about 92.54 (116.83), 28.64 (34.65), and
18.99 (22.86) events at 13 (14) TeV with only about 2 background events.
Channels No Cuts Basic cuts in Eq. (18) Cuts in Eq. (22) Z-veto  ET > 150 GeV ∆R`±`± < 2
BP-A 562 (665) 543 (640) 215 (253) 144 (169) 57.0 (65.2) 48.1 (55.2)
BP-B 501 (597) 472 (561) 172 (202) 114 (133) 31.1 (38.0) 28.6 (34.7)
BP-C 202 (245) 194 (235) 76.9 (91.3) 52.4 (63.8) 21.7 (25.9) 19.0 (22.9)
WZ 3.60 (3.98) · 104 3.16 (3.45) · 104 8492 (9012) 836 (932) 16.2 (20.7) 1.08 (0.79)
ZZ 4220 (4666) 3884 (4254) 1218 (1311) 119 (129) 0 (0.23) 0 (0.05)
WW 3.06 (3.36) · 105 2.26 (2.46) · 105 0.31 (0.67) 0.31 (0.67) 0 (0) 0 (0)
V V V 145 (163) 133 (149) 40.5 (44.7) 19.7 (21.6) 1.17 (1.20) 0.35 (0.32)
tt¯ 2.27 (2.69) · 106 1.80 (2.11) · 106 36.4 (25.4) 14.1 (9.76) 0.91 (0) 0.45 (0)
tt¯V 520 (604) 473 (549) 25.7 (30.0) 11.1 (12.9) 1.29 (1.40) 0.51 (0.62)
TABLE IV. Cut-flow for tri-lepton signature at three benchmark points and dominant backgrounds at 13 (14) TeV
LHC with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
Before ending up this section, we summarize our simulation results on the four- and tri-lepton signatures
at LHC. In Table V, we list the survival numbers of signal events S and background events B, as well as
the statistical significance S/
√
S +B after applying all cuts. The background for the four-lepton signature
is very clean, but in the meanwhile only about 2 − 5 signal events survive, leading to a significance less
than 3σ. The tri-lepton signal events are about 6− 9 times larger, and the corresponding significance could
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reach about 5σ, albeit there are a few background events. Therefore, we could conclude that the tri-lepton
signature is more promising than the four-lepton one.
Benchmark Four-Lepton Tri-Lepton
points S B S/
√
S +B S B S/
√
S +B
BP-A 6.30 (7.60) 2.50 (2.76) 48.2 (55.2) 6.77 (7.31)
BP-B 4.79 (5.05) 0 (0) 2.19 (2.25) 28.6 (34.7) 2.39 (1.78) 5.14 (5.74)
BP-C 2.11 (2.63) 1.45 (1.62) 19.0 (22.9) 4.11 (4.61)
TABLE V. Testability of four- and tri-lepton signatures at 13 (14) TeV LHC. The four-lepton signature contains only
the OSSF0 final states.
V. CONCLUSION
We have made a detailed analysis on the testability of the type II radiative seesaw that relates neutrino
mass and dark matter at one-loop level. After incorporating the constraints from lepton flavor violation and
collider searches, we focused on the dark matter properties and LHC signatures. We found that introduction
of a heavier singlet scalar s2 can greatly enlarge the allowed parameter space compared to the minimal case
with one s1 DM particle. And the upcoming experiments of direct detection, XENON1T, and indirect de-
tection, CTA, have the capability of probing a large portion of the enlarged parameter space. By considering
the combined constraints from relic density, direct and indirect detection, and invisible Higgs decays, we
found three possible regions of Ms1 that can satisfy all these constraints at present and even in the future:
(1) the Higgs resonance region Ms1 ∼ Mh/2, (2) the Higgs region Ms1 ∼ Mh, and (3) the coannihilation
region Ms2 ∼Ms1 .
Based on the above results on dark matter properties, we have chosen three benchmark points to illustrate
possible collider signatures of the model. We have concentrated on new decay channels of the charged
scalars, i.e., H++ → E+E+ and H+ → N¯E+, with subsequent decays E+ → `+s1 and N → ν`s∗1. Our
simulations show that the four- and tri-lepton signatures arising from H++H−− and H±±H∓ production
respectively are quite promising to be probed at LHC, and in particular the tri-lepton signature can reach
∼ 5σ significance at 13 or 14 TeV LHC with 100 fb−1 data.
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